
Professional Qualifications

01 General questions
   Questions to identify the profession
   Identification of the profession

  1.  1.  1 Is the profession [${Profession}] regulated in your territory?

  1.  1.  2 Which are the professional activities covered by the profession [${Profession}] in your territory?

  1.  1.  3 Does the professional activity  [${FreeTextActivity}] form part of the profession  [${Profession}]  in your territory?

  1.  1.  4 Which age range can be taught by a secondary school teacher?

  1.  1.  5 Which subjects can be taught by a secondary school teacher?

   Professional Title
  1.  2.  1 What is the professional title for the exercise of the profession of [${Profession}] in your territory?

  1.  2.  2 Is the [${FreeTextAbbreviatedTitle}] the abbreviated form for the professional title [${FreeTextTitle}] conferred on [${Title} ${FirstName} $
{SurName}] in your territory for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  1.  2.  3 Is the professional title  [${FreeTextTitle}] for the profession of [${Profession}] regulated in your territory?

   Third country diplomas

  1.  3.  1 For the exercise of which profession have you recognised the professional qualifications of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], obtained
in [${CountryNotSubject}]? 

  1.  3.  2    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  1.  3.  3      >> What kind of recognition?

  1.  3.  4        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  1.  3.  5    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  1.  3.  6      >> What kind of recognition?

  1.  3.  7        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the speciality

  1.  3.  8    > Please specify:

  1.  3.  9      >> Please specify:

   Questions related to the professional
   Nationality

  2.  1.  1 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] a national of your Member State?

   Questions to identify the qualification
   Third country diplomas

  3.  1.  1 Have you recognised for the first time the professional qualifications of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], obtained in [$
{CountryNotSubject}]?

  3.  1.  2    > For which profession?

  3.  1.  3      >> If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  3.  1.  4        >>> What kind of recognition?

  3.  1.  5 If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  3.  1.  6      >> If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  3.  1.  7        >>> What kind of recognition?

  3.  1.  8 If recognised automatically, please define the speciality

  3.  1.  9      >> Please specify:

  3.  1. 10        >>> Please specify:

   Holder of qualification
  3.  2.  1 What is the professional qualification delivered in your territory to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

   Questions regarding the exercise of the profession
   Legal establishment within the EU

  4.  1.  1 For the exercise of which profession is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] legally established in your territory?

  4.  1.  2    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  4.  1.  3      >> What kind of recognition?

  4.  1.  4        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  4.  1.  5    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  4.  1.  6      >> What kind of recognition?

  4.  1.  7        >>> If recognised automatically please define the speciality

  4.  1.  8    > Please specify:



  4.  1.  9      >> Please specify:

   Right to pursue a profession
  4.  2.  1 What profession is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] entitled to pursue in your territory?

  4.  2.  2    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  4.  2.  3      >> What kind of recognition?

  4.  2.  4        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  4.  2.  5    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  4.  2.  6      >> What kind of recognition?

  4.  2.  7        >>> If recognised automatically please define the speciality

  4.  2.  8 Which age range can be taught by the migrant [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  4.  2.  9 Which subjects can be taught by the migrant [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  4.  2. 10    > Please specify:

  4.  2. 11      >> Please specify:

   File for recognition

  4.  3.  1 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the mental health
of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  4.  3.  2 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the good character
or repute with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  4.  3.  3 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the absence of
bankruptcy with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  4.  3.  4
According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the absence of
suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities for serious professional misconduct or criminal offence
with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  4.  3.  5 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the physical health
of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

   Questions about the attached document
   Third country diplomas

  5.  1.  1 Does the attached document attest professional experience in your territory?

   Insurances

  5.  2.  1 Are the attached references to insurance cover or other means of personal or collective protection with regard to professional liability
relevant?

   File for recognition
  5.  3.  1 Does the attached document lawfully justify the good character or repute with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  2 Does the attached document lawfully justify the absence of bankruptcy with regard to  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  3 Does the attached document lawfully justify the absence of suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities
for serious professional misconduct or criminal offence with regard to  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  4 Does the attached document lawfully justify the physical health of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  5 Does the attached document lawfully justify the mental health of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

   Identification of the profession
  5.  4.  1 To which profession does the attached evidence of formal qualifications give access in your territory?

  5.  4.  2    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  5.  4.  3      >> What kind of recognition?

  5.  4.  4        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  5.  4.  5    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  5.  4.  6      >> What kind of recognition?

  5.  4.  7        >>> If recognised automatically please define the speciality

  5.  4.  8    > Please specify:

  5.  4.  9      >> Please specify:

  5.  5 When was the attached document awarded?

  5.  6 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] the lawful holder of the attached document?

02 Questions concerning permanent establishment
   Questions to identify the profession
   Identification of the profession

  1.  1.  1 Is the profession [${Profession}] regulated in your territory?

  1.  1.  2 Which are the professional activities covered by the profession [${Profession}] in your territory?

  1.  1.  3 Does the professional activity  [${FreeTextActivity}] form part of the profession  [${Profession}]  in your territory?



  1.  1.  4 Which age range can be taught by a secondary school teacher?

  1.  1.  5 Which subjects can be taught by a secondary school teacher?

   Professional Title
  1.  2.  1 Is the professional title  [${FreeTextTitle}] for the profession of [${Profession}] regulated in your territory?

   Third country diplomas

  1.  3.  1 For the exercise of which profession have you recognised the professional qualifications of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], obtained
in [${CountryNotSubject}]? 

  1.  3.  2    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  1.  3.  3      >> What kind of recognition?

  1.  3.  4        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  1.  3.  5    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  1.  3.  6      >> What kind of recognition?

  1.  3.  7        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the speciality

  1.  3.  8    > Please specify:

  1.  3.  9      >> Please specify:

   Questions related to the professional
   Nationality

  2.  1.  1 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] a national of your Member State?

   Holder of qualifications

  2.  2.  1
Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] hold evidence of formal qualifications certifying successful completion of training recognised by
you as being of an equivalent level and conferring the same rights of access to or pursuit of the profession of [${Profession}] or preparing
for the pursuit of that profession?

  2.  2.  2    > Of what level?

  2.  2.  3 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold evidence of professional qualifications giving access in your territory to the
profession of [${Profession}]?

  2.  2.  4    > Of what level?

  2.  2.  5 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold evidence of formal qualifications giving access to the profession [${Profession}]
which certifies regulated education and training?

  2.  2.  6    > Of what level?

  2.  2.  7 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold evidence of formal qualification giving access to the profession of [${Profession}]
which certifies regulated education and training listed in Annex III?

   Training followed

  2.  3.  1 Has [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] undergone part-time training with a view to obtaining the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] in your
territory ?

   Member of association
  2.  4.  1 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] a member of one of the associations or organisations listed in Annex I?

   Questions to identify the qualification
   Third country diplomas

  3.  1.  1 If recognised automatically, please define the speciality

  3.  1.  2      >> Please specify:

  3.  1.  3        >>> Please specify:

  3.  1.  4 Have you recognised for the first time the professional qualifications of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], obtained in [$
{CountryNotSubject}], for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  3.  1.  5 Have you recognised for the first time the professional qualifications of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], obtained in [$
{CountryNotSubject}]?

  3.  1.  6    > For which profession?

  3.  1.  7      >> If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  3.  1.  8        >>> What kind of recognition?

  3.  1.  9 If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  3.  1. 10      >> If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  3.  1. 11        >>> What kind of recognition?

   Holder of qualification
  3.  2.  1 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.6.2 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2.  2 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.1.4  of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2.  3 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.1.1  of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2.  4 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.1.2  of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2.  5 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.7.1 of Directive 2005/36/EC?



  3.  2.  6 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.3.2 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2.  7 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.3.3 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2.  8 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.5.2 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2.  9 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.2.2 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  2. 10 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold the diploma listed for your country in Annex 5.4.2 of Directive 2005/36/EC?

   Acquired rights

  3.  3.  1 Does the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] have the same legal validity within your territory as the diplomas which you issue and which
benefit from automatic recognition as regards access to the professional activities of [${Profession}] and the pursuit of such activities?

  3.  3.  2
Does the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] held by [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] certify successful
completion of training in accordance with Article 23 and is treated by you in the same way as the diploma listed for your country in the
relevant Annex to Directive 2005/36/EC?

  3.  3.  3 Does[${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully hold evidence of formal qualifications conferring acquired rights in your territory for the
exercise of the profession of [${Profession}]?

  3.  3.  4 Was the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] issued by the former ${FormerCountry}?

  3.  3.  5    > Of what level?

   Training followed
  3.  4.  1 Is the education and training leading to the profession of [${Profession}] regulated in your territory?

  3.  4.  2 Please, provide detailed information about the duration of the training of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], holder of the diploma [$
{FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}].

  3.  4.  3 Please, provide detailed information about the content of the training of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], holder of the diploma [$
{FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}].

  3.  4.  4 Is [${FreeTextTitle}] the academic title conferred on [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] in your territory for the profession of [$
{Profession}] ?

  3.  4.  5 When was the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] held by [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] awarded?

  3.  4.  6 When did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] start the training for the obtention of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of
[${Profession}]?

  3.  4.  7 Is [${FreeTextAbbreviatedTitle}] the abbreviated form for the academic title [${FreeTextTitle}] conferred on [${Title} ${FirstName} $
{SurName}] in your territory for the profession of [${Profession}] ?

  3.  4.  8 Did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] receive previous training for the professional activity of [${Profession}], evidenced by a certificate
recognised by the Member State or judged by a competent professional body to be fully valid?

  3.  4.  9    > What is the duration of the previous training, evidenced by a certificate recognised by the Member State or judged by a competent
professional body to be fully valid, received by [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

   Questions regarding professional experience
   Third country diplomas

  4.  1.  1 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] have professional experience of three years in your territory for the profession of [$
{Profession}]?

   Acquired rights

  4.  2.  1 Has [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] been effectively and lawfully engaged in the activities of [${Profession}] for at least 3 years during
the past 5 years in your territory as from the date of request for recognition: [${DateRecognition}]?

   Specific pharmaceutical activities

  4.  3.  1 Has [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] been lawfully engaged in one or more activities of pharmacist in your territory for a period of [$
{TimePeriod}]?

  4.  3.  2    > In which of the following activities?

   Annex IV activities

  4.  4.  1 Did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursue on your territory the professional activity of  [${Profession}], listed in Annex IV of Directive
2005/36/EC?

  4.  4.  2 In which capacity did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursue the professional activity of [${Profession}]?

  4.  4.  3    > Was [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] involved for at least three years in technical duties with responsibility for at least one
department of the company?

  4.  4.  4    > For how many years did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursue the professional activity of [${Profession}] on a self-employed
basis or as a manager of an undertaking?

  4.  4.  5    > For how many years did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursue the professional activity of [${Profession}] on a self-employed
basis or as a manager of an undertaking?

  4.  4.  6 Did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursue the professional activity of [${Profession}] as employee?

  4.  4.  7    > For how many years did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursue the professional activity of [${Profession}] as employee?

  4.  4.  8 When did [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] finish exercising the professional activity of [${Profession}]?

   Questions regarding the exercise of the profession
   Right to pursue a profession

  5.  1.  1 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], holder of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] , have the right
to pursue the relevant professional activities throughout your territory?

  5.  1.  2 Does [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] lawfully enjoy the right to pursue the activities of a general practitioner in the framework of your
national social security system in conformity with Article 30 of Directive 2005/36/EC??



  5.  1.  3    > Since when?

  5.  1.  4 Has the certificate issued on application of Article 30 of Directive 2005/36/EC been lawfully awarded to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  1.  5 What profession is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] entitled to pursue in your territory?

  5.  1.  6    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  5.  1.  7      >> What kind of recognition?

  5.  1.  8        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  5.  1.  9    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  5.  1. 10      >> What kind of recognition?

  5.  1. 11        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the speciality

  5.  1. 12 Which age range can be taught by the migrant [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]

  5.  1. 13 Which subjects can be taught by the migrant [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  1. 14    > Please specify:

  5.  1. 15      >> Please specify:

   Professional sanctions

  5.  2.  1
Can you confirm that, as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is not the subject of any disciplinary sanction in your
territory, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}]?

  5.  2.  2    > If [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is subject to any disciplinary sanctions, please detail the facts at stake and the measures taken as
a last resort (to the extent that legislation on data protection allows).

  5.  2.  3
Are you aware whether as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is the subject of any disciplinary sanction in any
other country, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}] ?

  5.  2.  4    > Please indicate in which country and detail the facts at stake and the measures taken at last resort (to the extent that legislation on
data protection allows).

  5.  2.  5
Can you confirm that, as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is not the subject of any criminal sanction in your
territory, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}]?

  5.  2.  6    > If  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is subject to any criminal sanctions, please detail the facts at stake and the measures taken as a
last resort (to the extent that legislation on data protection allows).

  5.  2.  7
Are you aware whether as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is the subject of any criminal sanction in any other
country, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}] ?

  5.  2.  8    > Please indicate in which country and detail the facts at stake and the measures taken at last resort (to the extent that legislation on
data protection allows).

   File for recognition

  5.  3.  1 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the good character
or repute with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  2 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the absence of
bankruptcy with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  3
According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the absence of
suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities for serious professional misconduct or criminal offence
with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  4 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the physical health
of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  3.  5 According to the national legislation applicable in your territory, are you able to formally issue a document concerning the mental health
of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

   Questions about the attached document
   Third country diplomas

  6.  1.  1 Does the attached document attest professional experience in your territory?

   Holder of qualifications
  6.  2.  1 To what level does the attached evidence of formal qualification correspond?

  6.  2.  2
Does the attached evidence of formal qualifications certify successful completion of training recognised by you as being of an equivalent
level and conferring on [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] the same rights of access to or pursuit of the profession [${Profession}] or
preparing for the pursuit of that profession?

  6.  2.  3    > Of what level?

  6.  2.  4 Does the attached evidence of formal qualifications giving access to the profession of [${Profession}] certify regulated education and
training?

  6.  2.  5    > Of what level?

  6.  2.  6 Does the attached evidence of formal qualification giving access to the profession of [${Profession}] certify regulated education and
training listed in Annex III?

   Acquired rights

  6.  3.  1 Does the attached evidence of formal qualifications confer on [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] acquired rights in your territory for the
exercise of the profession of [${Profession}]



  6.  3.  2    > Of what level?

   File for recognition
  6.  4.  1 Does the attached document lawfully justify the good character or repute with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  2 Does the attached document lawfully justify the absence of bankruptcy with regard to  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  3 Does the attached document lawfully justify the absence of suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities
for serious professional misconduct or criminal offence with regard to  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  4 Does the attached document lawfully justify the physical health of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  5 Does the attached document lawfully justify the mental health of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  6 Does the attached document attest that the professional activity of [${Profession}] was pursued by [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] on
your territory?

  6.  4.  7 Does the attached document attest that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] was involved for at least three years in technical duties with
responsability for at least one department of the company?

  6.  4.  8 Does the attached document attest that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursued the professional activity of [${Profession}] as self-
employed?

  6.  4.  9 Does the attached document attest that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursued the professional activity of [${Profession}] as manager
of an undertaking?

  6.  4. 10 Does the attached document attest that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursued the professional activity of [${Profession}] as
employee?

  6.  4. 11 Does the attached document attest that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] pursued the professional activity of [${Profession}] in an
executive position?

  6.  4. 12 Does the attached document attest the date on which [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] finished exercising the professional activity of [$
{Profession}] ?

   Training followed

  6.  5.  1 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 28.
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] ?

  6.  5.  2 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 44.
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] ?

  6.  5.  3 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 25
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] ?

  6.  5.  4 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 24
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}] ?

  6.  5.  5 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article
46/47 with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  6.  5.  6 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 34
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  6.  5.  7 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 35
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  6.  5.  8 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 40
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  6.  5.  9 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 31
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  6.  5. 10 Does the attached certificate lawfully justify that [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] fulfils the conditions of training required in Article 38
with a view to obtaining of the diploma [${FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}]?

  6.  5. 11 Does the attached certificate prove previous training for the professional activity of [${Profession}]?

  6.  5. 12 Which is the duration of the training underlying the attached evidence of formal qualifications?

  6.  5. 13 Which is the content of the training underlying the attached evidence of formal qualifications?

  6.  5. 14 In the context of Article 50(3), has the educational establishment based in your territory certified the training course at the establishment
which gave the training underlying the attached evidence of formal qualifications?

  6.  5. 15 In the context of Article 50(3), is the attached evidence of formal qualifications the same as that which would have been awarded if the
course had been followed entirely in your territory?

  6.  5. 16 In the context of Article 50(3), does the attached evidence of formal qualifications confer the same professional rights in your territory as if
the course had been followed in your territory?

   Identification of the profession
  6.  6.  1 To which profession does the attached evidence of formal qualifications give access in your territory?

  6.  6.  2        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  6.  6.  3    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  6.  6.  4      >> What kind of recognition?

  6.  6.  5    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  6.  6.  6      >> What kind of recognition?

  6.  6.  7        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the speciality

  6.  6.  8    > Please specify:



  6.  6.  9      >> Please specify:

  6.  7 When was the attached document awarded?

  6.  8 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] the lawful holder of the attached document?

   Questions on sensitive data*
   ( Please note that even though these questions may concern sensitive data, it is lawful to ask them and to reply
to them.)

  5.  2.  1
Can you confirm that, as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is not the subject of any disciplinary sanction in your
territory, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}]?

  5.  2.  2 If [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is subject to any disciplinary sanctions, please detail the facts at stake and the measures taken as a
last resort (to the extent that legislation on data protection allows).

  5.  2.  3
Are you aware whether as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is the subject of any disciplinary sanction in any
other country, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}] ?

  5.  2.  4 Please indicate in which country and detail the facts at stake and the measures taken at last resort (to the extent that legislation on data
protection allows).

  5.  2.  5
Can you confirm that, as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is not the subject of any criminal sanction in your
territory, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}]?

  5.  2.  6 If  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is subject to any criminal sanctions, please detail the facts at stake and the measures taken as a last
resort (to the extent that legislation on data protection allows).

  5.  2.  7
Are you aware whether as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is the subject of any criminal sanction in any other
country, including with temporary effects, which is likely to have consequences for the pursuit of his/her professional activities of [$
{Profession}] ?

  5.  2.  8 Please indicate in which country and detail the facts at stake and the measures taken at last resort (to the extent that legislation on data
protection allows).

  6.  4.  1 Does the attached document lawfully justify the good character or repute with regard to [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  2 Does the attached document lawfully justify the absence of bankruptcy with regard to  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  3 Does the attached document lawfully justify the absence of suspension or prohibition of the pursuit of the relevant professional activities
for serious professional misconduct or criminal offence with regard to  [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  4 Does the attached document lawfully justify the physical health of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  6.  4.  5 Does the attached document lawfully justify the mental health of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

03 Questions concerning temporary provision of services
   Questions to identify the profession
   Identification of the profession

  1.  1.  1 Is the profession [${Profession}] regulated in your territory?

  1.  1.  2 Which are the professional activities covered by the profession [${Profession}] in your territory?

  1.  1.  3 Does the professional activity  [${FreeTextActivity}] form part of the profession  [${Profession}]  in your territory?

  1.  1.  4 Which age range can be taught by a secondary school teacher?

  1.  1.  5 Which subjects can be taught by a secondary school teacher?

   Professional Title
  1.  2.  1 What is the professional title for the exercise of the profession of [${Profession}] in your territory?

  1.  2.  2 Is the [${FreeTextAbbreviatedTitle}] the abbreviated form for the professional title [${FreeTextTitle}] conferred on [${Title} ${FirstName} $
{SurName}] in your territory for the profession of [${Profession}]?

   Questions related to the professional
   Nationality

  2.  1.  1 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] a national of your Member State?

   Member of association
  2.  2.  1 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] a member of one of the associations or organisations listed in Annex I?

   Questions to identify the qualification
   Training followed

  3.  1.  1 Is the education and training leading to the profession of [${Profession}] regulated in your territory?

  3.  1.  2 Please, provide detailed information about the duration of the training of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], holder of the diploma [$
{FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}].

  3.  1.  3 Please, provide detailed information about the content of the training of [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}], holder of the diploma [$
{FreeTextDiploma}] for the profession of [${Profession}].

  3.  1.  4 Is [${FreeTextTitle}] the academic title conferred on [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] in your territory for the profession of [$
{Profession}] ?

  3.  1.  5 Is [${FreeTextAbbreviatedTitle}] the abbreviated form for the academic title [${FreeTextTitle}] conferred on [${Title} ${FirstName} $
{SurName}] in your territory for the profession of [${Profession}] ?

   Professional Title



  3.  2.  1 What is the professional title for the exercise of the profession of [${Profession}] in your territory?

  3.  2.  2 Is the [${FreeTextAbbreviatedTitleProfession}] the abbreviated form for the professional title [${FreeTextTitle}] conferred on [${Title} $
{FirstName} ${SurName}] in your territory for the profession of [${Profession}]?

   Questions regarding professional experience
   Acquired rights

  4.  1.  1 Has [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] been effectively and lawfully engaged in the activities of [${Profession}] for at least 3 years during
the past 5 years in your territory as from the date of request for recognition: [${DateRecognition}]?

   Questions regarding the exercise of the profession
   Legal establishment within the EU

  5.  1.  1 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] legally established in your territory for the pursuit of the profession [${Profession}]?

  5.  1.  2    > For which reason do you not know whether [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is legally established in your territory?

  5.  1.  3 For the exercise of which profession is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] legally established in your territory?

  5.  1.  4    > If the profession is doctor, what kind of doctor?

  5.  1.  5      >> What kind of recognition?

  5.  1.  6        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the medical speciality

  5.  1.  7 Can you confirm that, as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is not the subject of any disciplinary sanction of
professional nature in your territory, including with temporary effects, concerning his/her professional activities of [${Profession}]?

  5.  1.  8    > If [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is subject to any disciplinary sanction of professional nature, please detail the facts at stake and
the measures taken as a last resort (to the extent that legislation on data protection allows).

  5.  1.  9 Are you aware whether as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is the subject of any disciplinary sanction of
professional nature in any other country, including with temporary effects, concerning his/her professional activities of [${Profession}]?

  5.  1. 10    > Please indicate in which country and detail the facts at stake and the measures taken at last resort (to the extent that legislation on
data protection allows).

  5.  1. 11 Can you confirm that, as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is not the subject of any criminal sanction of
professional nature in your territory, including with temporary effects, concerning his/her professional activities of [${Profession}]?

  5.  1. 12    > If [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is subject to any criminal sanction of professional nature, please detail the facts at stake and the
measures taken as a last resort (to the extent that legislation on data protection allows).

  5.  1. 13 Are you aware whether as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is the subject of any criminal sanction of professional
nature in any other country, including with temporary effects, concerning his/her professional activities of [${Profession}]?

  5.  1. 14    > Please indicate in which country and detail the facts at stake and the measures taken at last resort (to the extent that legislation on
data protection allows).

  5.  1. 15      >> Specify other

  5.  1. 16    > If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  5.  1. 17      >> What kind of recognition?

  5.  1. 18        >>> If recognised automatically, please define the speciality

  5.  1. 19    > Please specify:

  5.  1. 20      >> Please specify:

   Right to pursue a profession
  5.  2.  1 Which age range can be taught by the migrant [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

  5.  2.  2 Which subjects can be taught by the migrant [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}]?

   Questions about the attached document
   Third country diplomas

  6.  1.  1 Does the attached document attest professional experience in your territory?

   Insurances

  6.  2.  1 Are the attached references to insurance cover or other means of personal or collective protection with regard to professional liability
relevant?

   Training followed
  6.  3.  1 Which is the duration of the training underlying the attached evidence of formal qualifications?

  6.  3.  2 Which is the content of the training underlying the attached evidence of formal qualifications?

  6.  4 When was the attached document awarded?

  6.  5 Is [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] the lawful holder of the attached document?

   Questions on sensitive data*
   ( Please note that even though these questions may concern sensitive data, it is lawful to ask them and to reply
to them.)

  5.  1. 11 Can you confirm that, as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is not the subject of any criminal sanction of
professional nature in your territory, including with temporary effects, concerning his/her professional activities of [${Profession}]?

  5.  1. 12 If [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is subject to any criminal sanction of professional nature, please detail the facts at stake and the
measures taken as a last resort (to the extent that legislation on data protection allows).



  5.  1. 13 Are you aware whether as of [${DateOfRequest}], [${Title} ${FirstName} ${SurName}] is the subject of any criminal sanction of professional
nature in any other country, including with temporary effects, concerning his/her professional activities of [${Profession}]?

  5.  1. 14 Please indicate in which country and detail the facts at stake and the measures taken at last resort (to the extent that legislation on data
protection allows).

  5.  1. 15 Specify other

  5.  1. 16 If the profession is dentist, what kind of dentist?

  5.  1. 17 What kind of recognition?

  5.  1. 18 If recognised automatically, please define the speciality
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